The Legend of Suspension Technology.

AC Schnitzer suspension technology Transfer of Technology and Know-how.
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Two names - one legend:
Two names are associated with the almost
legendary success story - Manfred Wollgarten
and AC Schnitzer.

331.78 km/h - the world‘s fastest
road-legal BMW:
Even in high speed tests with the
AC Schnitzer TENSION in Nardo,
Southern Italy, we found that top
performance comes not from engine
power alone but also from the
optimum interaction of
power plant, aerodynamics and
suspension
(bottom picture).

AC Schnitzer suspension technology
- Fine tuning in every detail.

Developing an AC Schnitzer Sports or Racing suspension is a complex and time-consuming process:
• fully set up the standard vehicle including suspension
• deﬁne residual spring travel and possible lowering
• produce sample springs
• ﬁt sample springs with standard dampers
• measure height and test spring preload
• series of tests with sample springs and standard dampers
• transfer damper curve from standard diagram to sample
• collaborative development of dampers with manufacturer
Pedants at work:
For every vehicle type, the AC Schnitzer
suspension engineers meticulously produce
a dedicated list of measures. Using their
extensive motorsport experience and
technological precision, they develop a
perfectly matched combination of special
sport springs, dampers and antiroll bars.

• test series on the motorway, country roads and race tracks
• modiﬁcations if required, with subsequent new test series
In addition, the antiroll bars must be reinforced and modiﬁed to
adapt the vehicle handling and ride comfort to the new AC Schnitzer
suspension components.
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Only the best survive:
As it is on the track, so it is at AC Schnitzer.
Only the best suspension components meet
the hard test criteria, partly under racing
conditions, and at the same time provide
optimum driving comfort for everyday use
on the road.
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Perfection in driving dynamics:
Here too all the effort is worth while.
Driving on country roads, on the
motorway or on the track. All models
beneﬁt from AC Schnitzer sports and
racing suspension, with perceptibly
more agility and improved dynamics
on the road. The driving comfort of
the series models remains unaffected.

We can’t add anything to the
verdicts of the trade press :

„The AC Schnitzer is even more
amazing in the comfort test: ﬁtted
with springs just 30 mm lower, it
handled the adverse conditions
of the road surface with surprising nonchalance;...“
Powercar 01/05

„Considered as a whole, the
ACS1 by AC Schnitzer takes the
crown in the comparison test: Its
engine gives the best ... ﬁgures;
and its chassis is free from tuning
affectations.“
Powercar 05/05

„The certiﬁcate in the glove box
(suspension set up on the North
Loop) creates high expectations
which are not disappointed. The
result is optimum, comfort-oriented - ﬁnally most customers are
driving from Münich to Hamburg
rather than always on the Nürburgring.“
AutoBild Sportscars 02/06

„Clear: The tradition-rich Aachen
company has ... a wealth of motorsport experience. That‘s paid
dividends. AC Schnitzer suspen-

sion expert Manfred Wollgarten
has found the ideal compromise
for the powerful diesel 1-series
between acceptable everyday
comfort and a sports track
set-up.“
AutoBild Test & Tuning 04/05

„On the other hand, its chassis
also allows driving over bumpy
roads without afterwards needing 14 two-hour sessions with
the physio.“
Sport Auto Spezial Tuning 2006

More driving pleasure with safety:
As well as a perceptible bonus in
driving pleasure and dynamics, the
safety aspect can‘t be denied. With
an optimally set-up AC Schnitzer
sports suspension and increased
body rigidity, safety reserves too
reach a totally new level.
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Our partners are the best :
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